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1. Project Type
2. Project Goals & Pitch
3. Methodology & Target
4. Design Details
5. Deliverables, Timing & Marketing
6. Funding

Methodology:
- Quantitative
- Qualitative
- Qual/Quant Mix
- Something else (An expert panel; trade interviews; secondary or desk research; etc.)

Back  Next
You and 10 others are following this project:

Un-follow this project

or:

Refer this project

Jimmy Zollo
Can we change the sample size to n = 1000? If so, WE'RE IN!

Add A Comment

Sure.

Co-funding price: $4,375.00

Co-fund this project again
A Really Great Project

SUPPLIER: Research Inc.
SEND MESSAGE

100% Funded
$125,000 Raised
10 Co-Funders
59 Days

Purpose
In one or two sentences, type in the overarching purpose of your project...
Read additional objectives

THE PITCH
Here's your chance to convince others of the value of your project, so they'll want to join you as a co-funder. This is your elevator pitch – kind of like "Shark Tank" except cooler, because it's for market research.

Co-funding price: $12,500.00
Co-fund this project again

You and 0 others are following this project:
Un-follow this project
or:
Refer this project

PROJECT DETAILS

Methodology
Qualitative

Qualitative Design
Number of research sessions (or interviews) by specific approach: 

Number of research sessions (or interviews) by specific approach:
SYNDICATED
COLLABORATIVE
COMPETITIVE COLLABORATION
DISRUPTION
BE THE ALPHA

(NOT THE BETA)
BE THE ALPHA

(NOT THE BETA)